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The propensity to consume and save

Consumption
91%

A typical assumption for the division in a middle class household

In modern economies, members of the different economic classes exhibit
large differences in propensities to consume versus propensities to save.
The propensty to consume is the percentage of income that is spent on
consumption, being the reciprocal of what is saved, or not spent. This can be
calculated both as average percentages and as marginal rates, or the
percentage spent of extra earned dollars.

Credit can add to consumption

Income
100%

Debt
+5%

A household consuming 105% of income

The old-fashioned notion of income that divides into spending and savings
is disturbed by the possibility of adding debt-funded spending to the mix.
If debt is raised by borrowing money from another agent, the economy’s
aggregate spending power remains unchanged. However, if it is raised
through bank credit, the resultant money creation expands the economy’s
spending power without production of goods and services has taken place.

Factors of Production

+
Labour
Capital
Output mainly determined by inputs of capital (including ownership of resources ) and labour.
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Classical economics divides factors of production into the categories of
land, labour and capital. It was assumed that economic rewards were
reaped according to each factor’s productivity, expanded by neoclassical
economics into a theory of rewards according to marginal productivity.
Modern economics, with modi cations, still upholds this notion.

Factors of incomes

1. Ownership
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2.Operational
Control

3. Highpowered skills

4. Labour
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An analysis that is based on the notion of factors of production makes it
dif cult to uncover the central structures of modern capitalism.
A more fruitful notion is ‘factors of income’. This builds on the insight that
nothing in a capitalist economy - preconditioned on the assumption of selfinterest maximization - tends to be produced because of the utility it
provides, but rather because of the incomes it can give rise to.

Explaining income disparities

After the mid-1970s, growth in average incomes collapsed, while incomes at the top
continued to soar

A fundamental fact of the economic phase that developed after the
mid-1970s is that the rewards for the economy’s growth has almost all
befallen the high income groups, in a sharp contrast with the preceding
phase. Instead of engaging in mathematical sophistry, economists should
work on how to explain such empirically observed trend shifts.

The Marxian view

British Museum’s Reading Room, where much of Marx’s work was conceived

In the Marxian view, owners of capital exploits workers, who alone create
value. Since workers lack the political-economic power possessed by
capital owners, who own the means of production and dominate politics,
workers are unable to resist the exploitation. Owners in turn distribute
parts of the exploited values to the sub-class of capitalist parasites, which
in various ways assist the capitalists in the exploitation of workers.
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Monopolistic competition: Products are differentiated and barriers to market entry are high
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Marxian economics with its focus on the labour theory of value mainly
sees exploitation taking place in the production sector, and lacks a
theory of surplus extraction in the the real economy’s distribution
sector. This is provided by the theory of monopolistic competition that
was developed in the 1930s, with its complement of monopsonistic
bargaining in labour markets.

Mark-up prices

The modern malls are the workhorses of monopolistic competitive distribution

In monopolistic compatitive markets, sellers calculate their expected costs
and then set mark-up prices that are based on scanning the market for
price-quality-quantity relations of competitors and possible substitutes.
Since the monopolistic competitive market is the dominant market form in
current capitalism, prevailing prices are not equilibrium prices,

Factors of monopolistic pricing

Coca-cola was one of the rst mass-market companies that understood the
power of brand name.
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The key to monopolistic competition is ability to differentiate one’s
products from those of competitors. Location, condition of the sales
(e.g. bonus points, offering credit), political patronage, etc. are some
of these factors. However, creating brand name loyalty has become a
key eld of competitive battles in modern consumer’s markets.

Money creation have income effects

Classical economics believed in the ‘veil of money’ which in modern times is
formulated as the ‘neutrality of money’ (e.g. Hayak, 1931). But money are not
neutral; the different ways money is created set up different channels through
which it is injected into the economy. These differences have distributive
income effects, which in turn becomes determinants for the demand for
different classes of consumption goods and services.

Pro ts above equilibrium expectations

In the post-war decades, high marginal taxes and better bargaining position
of workers kept over-accumulation and income inequalities in check.
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In a monopolistic competitive economy, pro ts above the equilibrium
expectation will constantly be generated. The implication is that savings
available for investment in the real economy will be above investment
opportunities. This is the modern explanation of the Marxian thesis of
capitalist economies’ tendency to generate over-accumulation.

The question of liquidity

The central bankers or the “money monarchs”, don’t understand the consequences of modern
economies tendency to create over-accumulation that oods the economy with liquidity.
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Over-accumulation arise not only from monopolistic pro ts; it can also arise
from acquiring ownership to the various forms of money expansion that
constanly takes place in an economy. Such effects occurs at accelerated
paces in nancialized economies, which means that their tendencies to form
unstable liquidity bubbles grow exponentially.

The quest for wealth objects

With middle class incomes squeezed, debt nancing
of consumption is increasingly the norm
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In an economy in which real economy activities occur at a slower pace,
while liquidity accumulation at the same time occurs at an accelerated
pace, a frenetic quest for assets - or ‘wealth objects’ - that can earn returns
erupts. As in all markets, supply and demand are at work, which means that
the excess liquidity causes asset in ation with consequences of generating
unstable bubbles and boom-bust cycles.

Money creation and its income effects
I can create your money
I am your master

Money creation is power
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The processes of money creation that currently are at work in our society are
fourfold: governments can create and spend base money, they can nance
infrastructures expenditures over the central bank (at 0%), commercial banks
can create credit money, and central banks can monetize existing government
debts (quantitative easing). All will create incomes and seigniorage effects that
pass through different channels and yield bene ts to different economic classes.

The instability of nancialization incurs slower real growth
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Since debt ts the requirement for return-yielding ‘wealth objects’, the
debt economy is politically supported. Insofar government funding via the
central bank does not create wealth objects, the 1974 shift can be
explained as the need to accelerate the economy’s creation of investable
‘wealth objects’.
It should be noted that in asset markets, with uninformed speculators
without a clear understanding of economics or the fundamental conditions
of asset classes, prices tend to governed by the levels of liquidity.
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